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About This Game

1 - 8 player local multiplayer 2D top-down racing game.

Racing, rockets, mines, steering failure, engine failure, repair kits, speed boosts and up to 8 players on the same PC (Party
Play).
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Title: Eight Mini Racers
Genre: Casual, Racing
Developer:
David Mulder
Publisher:
David Mulder
Release Date: 11 Jan, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP+

Processor: 2.0Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 256MB DX9 (shader model 2.0)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 120 MB available space
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Made with pride. Outstanding weapon varity. Realistic. Awesome level design. Super fun. Difficult. 10\10. Now just sell me
Rainbow Six Rogue Spear and I'll be even happier.
. This map is fantastic I havn't had time to drive all the lines yet! Perfect for someone who is looking for lots of lines and a big
city.. Not sure why people complain; have tried this on Windows 7 (disabled DEP) and works fine. It uses DOSBox to run the
original game files. So if you experience issues you could easily replace the DOSBox binary. A nice collection, comparable to
the GOG version (which is offered as three different items).. Click click click. You'll wonder why you keep playing while you
keep playing.. worth the price. this game suck in design over all. what is the point of making the first mission so dum. the next
mission fun will never come. 4 run and game crushed.
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I've played the game for 83 minutes and i can say that i've been sorely impressed with the devs progress. I've been following the
game since Alpha 1.01 and i read every review to see if i wanted the game and i decided to wait for the game to be better; which
it really has.

The tongs is no longer a grab-able thing, but an equipable thing(sorry about my bad english) - Positive
I've yet to encounter any game breaking bugs but have tried to lose some of my stuff in transit from the shop. - Good and bad
The hammering\/forging is also a good thing, but i've had a few swords being "close" instead of done despite the fact i've
hammered and reheated it 5 times.
Grinding is kinda odd, when you hit 100, it starts going back which makes no sense so i've made quite a bit of money on that so
far - mostly bad.
Last but not least: The textures. Love them and i'll definitely look forward to more!

I hope you'll keep udating devs. Love the game and your hard work! :D
. AL\uff65FINE is a good game, But some small modifications would have greatly changed the aspect of the game.
I suggest to wait for a sold -30% \/ -50% for have the real price of this game

Positives :
- You need some strategy for get points and upgrade your shop.
- The story is good.
- Good Waifus (\uff89^\u2207^)\uff89\uff9f

Negatives:
- No Endless Mode, you have 100 days and the game finish after that.
The "bad" ending is better of the "good" ending.
Good ending : Well, It was fun, Farewell!
Bad ending : Let's go to a trip together ! (Damn, I want to have a trip with Hina too !)
- Dungeon Expedition too booooring
- No Full screen
- No Gamepad Support
- You can't skip the Events (It is very annoying during a replay)
- Many Texture Bugs, I restart the game after about 0h30 to 1h00 of gameplay (They will probably fix it soon)
- No romance... I wanted to have some dates with Hina :'(. Fun game, you can even play multiplayer! One with the vive and
another one on the same pc!. I finished this game a couple of weeks ago, and this game, along with Ubersoldier 2, Wolfschanze
2 (which is not bought through Steam) told me one thing: game review is such a private thing that it differs so much among
gamers. This game, except the last boss fighting level (which is a waste of time), is filled with imagination and packed with
intensive gameplay. The most significant feature is climbing up to a high altitude, which is so exciting in different sceneries: the
giant factory brings a terrifying and mysterious dream in my childhood back, the beautiful city of Terra makes me like touring
in an exotic world. The gunshots are blamed by many gamers because it falls short in the feeling of shooting, but it doesn't
matter because this games is not about gun fighting, its about scenery and climbing, a feeling of journey in a wonder world. Of
course, the last level of boss fight gave me a lesson: never waste time on a boss that is too hard to beat!. Old School Shooter Fun
as Hell! 8\/10. arkanoid type game focusing on hitting not bricks but monsters that are going after you or throwing things at you
and it's hard as hell to pass. as funny jokes and can be used like a game to chill out for a while but will not hook you. grab it on
sale to add to your colection.
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